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Recommendation:
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Latest Officer Update:

The Council should prepare and implement an Engagement
Strategy, which includes appropriate sections on Consultations.
In responding to the various issues highlighted below, the
Strategy should include:
1. A requirement to complete standard documentation during
the consultation process, including an output report
summarising the outcome of consultations;
2. The completion of an annual plan of consultations;
3. Reference to a revised & reissued Toolkit for managers;
4. A requirement to ensure that outcome reports for all
consultations are published on the Council’s website;
5. Arrangements for ensuring the Council’s residents are
involved where relevant in consultations on services being
provided by 3rd party organisations; &
6. A requirement to conduct regular surveys of residents.
A process to regularly reconcile planning income recorded in
Uniform and the finance system should be introduced.

Following a desk-top research/review
of Consultation Plans, the Council will
prepare an Engagement Strategy
which will be taken through the
necessary Governance process for
approval, before implementation.

June 2022: There has been a further amendment to the
timeframe for completion of the strategy. This was agreed
with senior management as this work links with other
planned work/changes regarding engagement in some
service areas that are due from September 2022.
The service held a team workshop in June 2022 and a draft
structure of the strategy, which will be in the form of a toolkit
for staff, plus an external ‘promise’ to residents, has been
written.

Agreed. It does require help of the
Finance Services Team which has
indicated agreement to assist. The
time and work to develop and
implement a process is not know and
will be subject to capacity of both
Finance and Development
Management to implement. Other
work of Budget Challenge 25 may also
need to take priority.

June 2022: On-going. Manual intervention is currently
required to match between Uniform, Efins and planning
portal. Help to progress this, or to automate it, will now be
requested from the Corporate Systems Administration &
Development Officer. Separately the expected replacement
of Efins and Uniform with other systems by April 2023
makes work and investment in this task on current systems
now potentially abortive at their replacement.

